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Go to the basic content of the NOTE: A revised curriculum has been released for the Grade II exam. Alternative Investments, CAIA Level II, Third Edition are now available, and appropriate sample exams will be available until November 15, 2016 for the March 2017 exam cycle. Please check back at the time. Online
Proctored Exam Candidates, please click here to access the exam or click here to view How to Run exam instructions. Please keep an eye on the process. If you have difficulty accessing or running an exam, please contact Pearson VUE pearsonvue.com/onvuehelp immediate assistance with a chat agent. Contact
candidate@caia.org any other questions or review our frequently asked questions. To test candidates on October 2nd, please read: If your exam is unsuccessfully delivered on October 2 and Pearson VUE is unable to reschedule you through their CHAT feature for another meeting on October 2, the CAIA Association will
email you TO END DAY on October 3rd with a contingency plan to allow you to potentially sit on the exam in this cycle. How comparable is the CAIA practical exam compared to the actual exam? I'll tell you tomorrow! Somewhat rightly so. But there is a lack of practical material. Negro - did you use Uppermark or
Schweser to prepare for the exam? By somewhat fair do you mean that the CAIA practice exam was representing the complexity of the actual exam? I see you are also a CFA character holder, and I found that the mock exams provided by CFAI for Levels I and II were considerably easier than the actual exam. Thank
you! I thought the real CAIA Grade II exam was comparable to a practical exam. I think I scored better on Real though, because I had a week of training between the two. I used both Schweser and offical books to prepare. I see you are also a CFA character owner, and I found that the mock exams provided by CFAI for
Levels I and II were significantly easier than the actual exam. - Knock On Wood My opinion is the opposite. I did though the mock exams were much more complicated than the real test, especially the Level 2 in the layout. From test preparation to professional exam review courses, our personalized career tools help you
grow no matter where you are on your career path. Wiley is proud to work with businesses and universities around the world to prepare students and employees for advanced professional certifications. Our training-focused platform is a finalist for the SIIA CODiE 2020 Award, the world's only recognized educational
product honoring program. Up to nine out of ten people take exams with Wiley. We've helped almost Candidates take their professional exams and we will do the same for you. Our team of highly accredited instructors invests in your success. They helped develop our learning materials and bring our virtual classrooms
and webinars to life. For more than 200 years, we have been helping skills and knowledge they need to succeed on their way to continuing their education. The practice questions reflect what the actual CPA exam felt. I was able to pass all the CPA exams on the first attempt, take all the lessons and do every practical
question. Austin FieldsWiley CPAexcel Customer Content found in Wiley's CMAexcel Review course is comprehensive and accurate. Online testing bank gives you the confidence you need before you go to the exams! I referred to Wiley for my CMA training and cleared both parts in the 1st attempt. Dhaval KadakiaWiley
CMAexcel Client Wiley CPAexcel has provided me with the opportunity to study to date material that has greatly influenced my preparation with updates for the CPA exam. LaKuita KazeeWiley CPAexcel Client Material is well written and well organized. He doesn't concede a single point, and it's easy to understand. I
spent so much time learning other materials... Siddique ShabirWiley's CFA Customer Examination Program Review Wiley CPAexcel provides all the materials and an incredible way to prepare for the exam. If you use Wiley consistently, you will pass. Barbara JohnsonWiley CPAexcel Client I would definitely recommend
using Wiley CMAexcel for those planning to become CMA, especially for IMA members who can take advantage of the member discount. Jordan HallWiley CMAexcel customer I used a competitor for level two and not twice. I decided to switch to Wiley and ended up finishing above the 90th percentele for level 2 and
Level 3 in back-to-back years. It was an incredible transition. Ken AmbrogiWiley's CFA Program Exam Review Customer Practice Practice questions mirror what the actual CPA exam felt. I was able to pass all the CPA exams on the first attempt, take all the lessons and do every practical question. Austin FieldsWiley
CPAexcel Customer Content found in Wiley's CMAexcel Review course is comprehensive and accurate. Online testing bank gives you the confidence you need before you go to the exams! I referred to Wiley for my CMA training and cleared both parts in the 1st attempt. Dhaval KadakiaWiley CMAexcel Client Wiley
CPAexcel has provided me with the opportunity to study to date material that has greatly influenced my preparation with updates for the CPA exam. LaKuita KazeeWiley CPAexcel Client Material is well written and well organized. He doesn't concede a single point, and it's easy to understand. I spent so much time



learning other materials... Siddique ShabirWiley's CFA Customer Examination Program Review Wiley CPAexcel provides all the materials and an incredible way to prepare for the exam. If you use Wiley consistently, you will pass. Barbara JohnsonWiley CPAexcel client I would definitely recommend using Wiley
CMAexcel for those planning to become CMA, for IMA members who can benefit from a discount for members. Jordan HallWiley CMAexcel customer I used a competitor for level two and not twice. I decided to switch to Wiley and ended up finishing above the 90th percentele for level 2 and Level 3 in back-to-back years.
It was an incredible transition. Ken AmbrogiWiley's CFA Program Exam Review Customer Practice Practice questions mirror what the actual CPA exam felt. I was able to pass all the CPA exams on the first attempt, take all the lessons and do every practical question. Austin FieldsWiley CPAexcel CustomerPMP is a
registered badge of the Institute of Project Management, Inc.CFA Institute does not endorse, promote and does not guarantee the accuracy or quality of the products or services offered by Wiley. CFA, CFA Charter and CFA Program are trademarks owned by the CFA Institute. Online Review WorkshopPractice and
perform with The Online Review Workshop Package is the perfect way to complete your training plan. Online Mock ExamsAssess your knowledge, confirm your test skills, and be prepared to perform an online Schweser Mock ExamSecret Sauce®Finish your research and get more information about the exam process
with Schweser's secret sauce®. Now that you have prepared and practiced for Level II CAIA®, you are ready to perform and put your skills and knowledge to the test. The online Schweser Mock Exam is as close as you can to get to the actual CAIA exam in format, complexity and length. The Mock exam helps you
develop your test skills, identify weaknesses, and demonstrate your skills in the CAIA curriculum. After that, view the explanations of the answer, check your score compared to other candidates, and delve into each question with our Mock Exam Tutorial.Each Online Mock exam includes: a 4-hour multi-hour exam with
multiple options for Level IIOnline access and scoring so candidates can take the exam at any time, anywhereGet every benefit of a proven science with our most complete package. A comprehensive self-learning package that gives you just the right tools to work at your own pace with an additional touchstone immersion
online Final Review.Self-motivate and learn in due course with our best-in-class training materials and practical exams. TestBank Software UpperMark™ TestBank is a complex software application designed to improve understanding of CAIA exam material. Using more than 1,800 test exam questions, TestBank creates
customizable hands-on exams and is the only product on the market to create full-length Mock Exams! TestBank is available in two versions: download, and online. Follow UpperMark's proven approach: use TestBank as part of the package so you can learn in our training guides hone your knowledge with TestBank.
More information about TestBank is below. TestBank Details View Demo Support Demo Support The Requirements of UpperMark TestBank software has four main features. Practice Exams - Individual Create individual practice exams based on any component of the CAIA curriculum (Theme, Chapter, and/or Training
Goals). Set up using multiple options: a certain number of questions, all questions, calculating questions, conceptual questions, questions that you made a mistake, new questions added to TestBank, and more. Practical Exams - CAIA-Weighted Create CAIA Weighted Exams based on 50 or more questions. This feature
will help you prepare for full-length Mock exams by practicing with shorter caIA-weighted exams. Practice Exams - Essays Create essay-type exams - necessary for success at the CAIA Level II exam. Full-length Mock exams generate Mock exams with questions weighted in accordance with CAIA guidelines. Even take
an extra 30-minute break after the first exam session - as on the exam itself! Test History Performance Review on past exams and details of each exam. Use The Analyze Performance feature in Mock exams to identify areas of strength and weakness. TestBank's valuable features include - Detailed explanations -
answers to exam sample questions. A step-by-step solution - for problems related to calculations. Flag the questions - consider or retest later. Printing features - printed questions or full exams, with or without answers and explanations. Take the exam online - print out the exam, complete off-line, then enter your answers
into TestBank and find the exam. Save the exam - and finish it at a later time. Suitable or insu%. exams - for flexibility in both environments. Automatic updates - to download new exam questions or features. Internet access takes a few seconds to update the software. Please note: TestBank download - This option
installs TestBank on your PC computer and is used without internet access. It is compatible with the Windows environment, and the software is licensed for one user on two personal computers. TestBank Web - This option provides access to TestBank over the Internet. It is compatible with MAC and Windows and can be
used on any computer, laptop or tablet (such as iPad). TestBank is available after the products start shipping. At this time customers who have chosen TestBank to download or web will receive instructions via email so they can start using the software right away. TestBank is updated for each exam period to reflect
changes to the CAIA program. The current version of TestBank is licensed and valid only for the current exam period. Expiration date expires and ceases operations or will be available at the end of the current examination period. When you look at the TestBank demo, be sure to notice these features. Flexibility to create
highly customized practical exams - based on any part of the curriculum, using any number of questions based on specific types of questions (e.g. (e.g., or not calculating). Immediately knowing whether your answer is correct or not. Detailed explanations of the answers. Timer - with pause function. The ability to create
CAIA Weighted Mock Exams. Opportunity to create time, full-length Mock exams. Use History to view your performance in past exams. Several print options Access CAIA Study Guide from TestBank. A new demo coming soon!   We are committed to helping our clients prepare and succeed in CAIA exams. We welcome
your phone calls and emails. We provide expert technical support for software installation issues, compatibility, firewalls and the like. Attend our full Platinum Suite course to interact with our expert faculty. For your convenience, UpperMark TestBank is available in two versions: download and web. Please review the
minimum requirements for the system to ensure that your computer works optimally. Minimum System Requirements (all versions) Pentium IV Class 128 MB RAM 25MB available hard disk space (for the Download version) 1024 x 768 (at 100% font size) or better Internet access resolution for product registration,
Downloads and/or Updates Download versions (Windows Desktop Application) Microsoft Windows 10, 8, or 7 Microsoft .NET Framework v2.0 installed (v3.5 on Windows 10) They are installed automatically as part of the Windows update. Web version (Browser Based on Solution) Browser notes product availability
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